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JAZZ

Lyden av New York
Dette bandet er lykkelig eier av et åpent og grovkornet uttrykk.

Jessica Pavone
Army Of Strangers
Porter Records

NEW YORK ER
STADIG å regne
som smeltedigel og tilholdssted
for musikkens
fortropper. Byen
har en lang tradisjon for å fremdyrke
miljøer der åpenhet er drivkraft og
musikalske sjangere inngår uventede
allianser eller lever uanstrengt side
om side. Fiolinist Jessica Pavone
representerer et yngre tilskudd av
musikere innenfor denne tradisjonen.
Hun er spennende å følge av den
enkle grunn at man ikke vet hva hun
leverer neste gang.
Ser man på hvilke musikere Pavone
har spilt med i sine ti aktive New
York-år, får man bekreftet uforutsigbarheten. Anthony Braxton, Taylor Ho
Bynum, William Parker og ikke minst
Mary Halvorson er bare noen av dem
hun har jobbet med. Det bør også
nevnes at Pavone har utgitt album på
Tzadik. Dette plateselskapet drives av
John Zorn, mannen som er selve
symbolet på New Yorks sammensatte
miljø, der samtidsmusikk, klezmer,
rock, jazz og soul kommuniserer
uanstrengt.
Tradisjonen. På Army Of Strangers
har fiolinisten med seg tre musikere
som gjør mye av seg i lydbildet. Pete
Fitzpatrick, gitar, Jonti Siman, bassgitar og Harris Eisenstadt, trommer
mater Pavone med mørk og råskimrende akkordbruk og rytmikk. Fitzpatrick får så mye rom til å rocke på
skakke at gitaren fremstår som like
sentral som fiolinen. Det er imidlertid
Pavone som har skrevet alt materialet, så det bærer hennes merke.
Lytter man til kvartettens musikk
108
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«Det mest karakteristiske trekket ved Jessica Pavones musikk, er
hvordan det strengt arrangerte løses opp i møtet med det improviserte.
med historien som bakteppe, er det
noen band som dukker opp i erindringen. Det første er Curlew der Fred
Frith var det mest kjente medlemmet,
og det andre er Dirty Three som gir
Bad Seeds-assosiasjoner. Trekker man
sammenlikningen lenger inn mot
jazzen, kan man havne ved Oddysebandet til James Blood Ulmer, der
fiolinisten het Charles Burnham.
Saftig og naivt. Det mest karakteristiske trekket ved Jessica Pavones
musikk, er hvordan det strengt arrangerte løses opp i møtet med det
improviserte. Det er nettopp disse

musikernes mangefasetterte erfaringsbakgrunn som muliggjør den
fleksible måten å ytre seg på. Fiolinistens kammermusikalske erfaringer lar
seg også høre i stoffets strukturer.
Tydelig tematikk og dagklare melodisnutter holder uttrykket sammen.
Åpningssporet Cast Of Characters
bader i saftig og overstyrt gitarlarm
som holder god avstand til støyen,
mens fiolinen kontrasterer og fanger
vemod med lange linjer. Ja, Pavone
låner blåtone fra folkloren uten å
vippe inn i den. Bassist Jonti Siman
spiller med en lyd som har 70-tallet

som referanseramme og som lader
låtene med gode minner. Apparently
I´m Still Bleeding åpner med et naivt
og forsiktig tema som bygges ut mot
det storvokste, mens Pavone improviserer i front. Harris Eisenstadt tilfører
dynamikk og variert puls.
Det er ikke på grunn av noe grunnleggende nyskapende jeg faller for
denne musikken. Styrken ligger i selve
fremføringen, i den måten de fire
musikerne tar eierskap i spillet og
legger igjen spor av nødvendighet i
det de ytrer. Det er fordi de fire tror på
det de gjør, at jeg kan tro på dem. Det
er alltid godt å høre musikere som
investerer dyktigheten sin i innhold
og velger seg en form de helt åpenbart føler sterkt for.
Jessica Pavone vil ganske sikkert
befinne seg et annet sted neste gang
jeg møter henne i musikken.
ARILD R. ANDERSEN
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Jessica Pavone: Songs of Synastry and Solitude
[8 February 2010]

By Andrew Dietzel
Jessica Pavone has long been a key player in the realm of classical music, though the talented New Yorker has largely done so as an accompanying
member of someone else’s ensemble. Slowly and with mounting confidence she paid her proverbial dues and embarked upon her solo career with
27 Epigrams, a lilting and busy collection of violin and viola compositions that cemented her place in the small niche of avant-garde classical. Now
Pavone, with the help of the Toomai String Quintet, has crafted something sullenly beautiful, jarring and ominous in its minimalism.
Comprised of 11 well-measured pieces, Songs of Synastry and Solitude sends the listener on a journey through a wintry landscape that is as
desolate as the title suggests. That’s the easy part, but what takes a bit more time and patience to discover is that the synastry, which is to say the
astrological compatibility between two people, is a subdued narrative that runs beneath, or perhaps within, each song. With very subtle additional
assistance Pavone’s album is as deeply personal and idiosyncratic as a series of journal entries. The exterior presentation might show an unyielding
mask of introversion, but an examination of the intimate interior offers something much more profound.
The first song, “Here and Now, Then and Gone”, embodies this mirror-into-the-soul kind of assessment, and is the closest thing to an uplifting
moment for the album’s duration. Its plodding transition from somewhat jaunty to definitively morose happens quickly and without warning, like
entropy itself. “Darling Options” also dabbles in a kind of guarded optimism, but more powerful is its vaguely sinister undercurrent. “There’s No
Way to Say” perfectly captures the speechlessness that can come with trepidation, contorting an anxious, tentative, and wordless scene into a
musical pantomime of awkward discussions. “Houswork” continues this trend of unhappiness, exploring the dynamic of feminine housewife and
masculine breadwinner.
“It Comes To This”, woeful and reluctant, makes it easy to imagine the bittersweet departure of the housewife from the quotidian thanklessness of
her station. It isn’t easy, of course, as it gambles relatively familiar comfort, even that which is received through subjugation, for a chance at
freedom. Fittingly, “The Harbinger” marks the portent of something disastrous, something unimaginable, and the album concludes with the frightful
revelation that “Hope Dawson is Missing”. Naturally, this is just my interpretation of Songs of Synastry and Solitude and shouldn’t be taken as the
actual intent of Jessica Pavone, though I suspect there is something similar or parallel afoot here.
This openness of arrangement is what makes the album so refreshing and fantastic. Each song is an invitation, and each title a linguistic starting
point, for the listener to construct their own story via the transference of individual experience. This is the audiovisual and imaginative potential of
music without words, a fact that Jessica Pavone and the Toomai String Quintet take full advantage of. Gloomy and forceful, Songs of Synastry and
Solitude is as much about the space between the notes as it is the notes themselves, and as much about Pavone’s own story as it is yours.
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Various Press Reviews
“Violist and composer Jessica Pavone has been a fixture on the New York scene for over a decade. Songs of
Synastry and Solitude is Pavone’s highest profile release as a composer to date, demonstrating her flair as a
lyrical writer and supple orchestrator. A straightforward contemplation on the power of song, Songs of Synastry and Solitude is a timeless collection of elegant themes from a young composer of significant merit.”
- Troy Collins
AllAboutJazz.com
“…a set of 11 original compositions that are emotionally weighty and dark, yet ultimately uplifting. While
there is no direct stylistic or thematic link to Cohen’s songs, Pavone communicates the same sense of inevitability and universal suffering as the singer does, and leaves the listener with the same sense that there is hope
in living—if only hope that daily suffering will be alleviated by the joy of song, love, spiritual enlightenment,
and other forms of grace. This is measured, deliberate music that might be a love song, a prayer or just an
acknowledgment that, as John Lee Hooker and Van Morrison once sang, you’ll never get out of these blues
alive.”
- James Hale
Jazz Chronicles
“In this release, she has presented compositions that are simple and stately, with a sombre grace that stands
in wary contrast to Cohen’s finite pronouncements. The thoroughness and narrative direction of a songwriter
inform her work, much as a good folk song would…pieces are performed with sensitivity and rigor by members of the Toomai String Quintet, projecting a sober view softened occasionally by a considered wistfulness.
Pavone’s music reflects an austere but tender landscape where watchfulness orders reality.”
- Nilan Perera
Exclaim!
“These 11 instrumentals are songs, too, in scale and shape, wordless distillations of feeling and reflection,
brief musical narratives of relationship, star-blest or star-crossed…it’s a bittersweet chamber music evoking
accord or aloneness that she is after, simply rendered and neatly crafted. The inclusion of double bass heightens both mellowness and melancholy, and it serves as a pivot for elegant dance rhythms that crop up among
the wistful melodies.”
- Julian Cowley
The Wire
"Songs of Synastry and Solitude is full of lyrical beauty and lush melodicism, but it’s smart and spare, composed with an economy that never veers into anything saccharine. Performed with aplomb, these songs, no
matter their tips of the hat, sound clean and fresh, imbued with an unobtrusive slice of personality. It’s further
evidence (though, by now, hardly needed) that Jessica Pavone is a vital force in New York’s music community, capable and competent of playing way out in left field, or keeping things much closer to home."
- Adam Strohm
Dusted

Thin Air
Mary Halvorson & Jessica Pavone | Thirsty Ear Recordings

By Farrell Lowe
The music of guitarist Mary Halvorson and
violist Jessica Pavone is immediately
galvanizing but comfortable, unpredictable yet
composed, powerful yet subtle, vulnerable and
courageous. In the rarified air of duet
recordings where there are few places to hide,
the music's context becomes a powerful
resonator for artistic values. Thin Air is the
third release by the duo, and is a rich
document of the evolutionary progress their music has reached since
the release of their first effort, Prairies (Lucky Kitchen, 2005).
This music is refined and carefully distilled much like a fine single malt
Scotch from the rugged shores of the Highlands. With each listen
there is more depth, subtlety, complexity, and harmonic hues to
ponder and enjoy. Overall, there is a consistently stark and revealing
quality to this music that is very attractive, even though every piece
has its own distinctive nature and is driven by an individual logic.
Nothing has been wasted or added to unnecessarily within the
individual pieces or, conversely, to the whole.
From a production point of view, Thin Air is reminiscent of the work
Robert Fripp's “audio verite” style with the singing group, The Roches,
and with Daryl Hall on his Sacred Songs (RCA, 1908) solo album.
From a compositional point of view, there is a shadowy likeness to
David Sylvian's Blemish (Samadhi Sound, 2003), where he added
vocals to Derek Bailey's pre-recorded solo guitar tracks. Another
historic reference might be found in the interpretations of Li Po poems
recorded by Harry Partch. Halvorson and Pavone follow a similar orbit
with their vocal approach in the way they wrap the harmonies of their
voices tightly around their instruments' sonorities. Half the tunes on
the album feature singing, and the words and harmonies add a whole
other dimension to the character of the music.
Both musicians were students of and are now collaborators with
Anthony Braxton since finishing their studies at Wesleyan University,
and the iconic reedman/composer's influence and spirit permeate the
music. In many ways, Thin Air could easily serve as a companion piece
to Braxton's 3 Compositions of New Jazz (Delmark, 1968). On both
documents there is a sparse purity of melodic and rhythmic line,
where the simple nakedness of the music allows the works to stand on
their own. Therein lies the courageous and vulnerable nature of the
music.
Pavone employs a straightforward approach to the viola, whereas
Halvorson makes studied use of various effects in conjunction to her
regular guitar tone. Both musicians seem to place a great deal of
attention to their instrument's tone, attack, and articulation. This
relationship imbues the music with an intimacy that is provocative and
disarming.
Thin Air is an invitation to visit Mary Halvorson and Jessica Pavone's
private world, and they prove to be very good hosts. This is an
eminent document by two powerful new voices of the 21st century.

Track Listing: For You Or Them; Thin Air; Juice; Barber; Sinking;
Ten Years; Lullaby; and Goodnight.
Personnel: Mary Halvorson: electric guitar, vocals; Jessica Pavone:
viola, vocals.
CD Review Center | Upcoming Release Center
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By MART IN JOHNSON

Cornetist Taylor Ho Bynum, guitarist Mary Halvorson, violist Jessica Pavone and drummer Tomas Fujiwara are
among the most exciting new jazz musicians to emerge on the New York scene, and it is hard to talk about any
one of these players without mentioning the others.
Mr. Bynum's sextet features all the musicians. Messrs. Bynum and Fujiwara also work in trio format with Ms.
Halvorson. Ms. Pavone plays in one of Mr. Bynum's other bands, Spider Monkey Strings. Messrs. Bynum and
Fujiwara have played together in duet formats for more than a decade, and Ms. Pavone and Ms. Halvorson have
played together for seven years. And all four play together in a quartet called 13th Assembly. Mr. Fujiwara
summed up the situation best: "It's a challenge; we push each other to new places, but do so with great respect,"
he said.
All of this would just be the jazz equivalent of good social networking were it not for the four's innovative music.
Each of these musicians is a masterly soloist, and they all are creating music that is delicate, complex and
eclectic. They are in many ways emblematic of the young jazz musicians now making their mark on the New York
scene. Each records extensively for independent labels. They are involved with many bands and play at smaller
spaces that often book contemporary classical musicians as well. Each teaches in both individual and
conservatory settings. They maintain their constituencies via their Web sites, and all four use myspace.com to
showcase their sounds. Messrs. Bynum and Fujiwara will be playing in a variety of settings in Chicago through
April 12; Ms. Halvorson and Ms. Pavone are on tour in New England April 15 to 19.

View Full Image
Peter Gannushkin/Thirsty Ear Recordings

Jessica Pavone and Mary Halvorson

The four musicians have released some of the most compelling
jazz of the past six months. Mr. Bynum's sextet recording
"Asphalt Flowers/Forking Paths" (Hat Hut) is one of the best
recordings of the past year. It's a broad, sprawling disc
brimming with unique harmonies and pithy solos. Ms.
Halvorson's trio recording "Dragon's Head" (Firehouse 12) was
named the finest debut recording in the Village Voice annual
jazz critic's poll. Ms. Pavone and Ms. Halvorson recently issued
their third disc of duets, "Thin Air" (Thirsty Ear), a series of
alternately haunting and spiky tunes. And, finally, 13th
Assembly, the quartet that features each of the four, just
released a superb debut, "(Un)Sentimental" (Important
Records).

The name 13th Assembly is drawn from the coincidence that all four members have names that are 13 letters
long. There isn't much -- if any -- repertoire written for cornet-viola-guitar-drum ensembles, but with the
appealing blend of unique sonorities and lithe rhythms found on "(Un)Sentimental" that may soon change.
Ms. Pavone said, "I know each person's sound well enough that I can almost hear how they would interpret my
ideas as I am conceiving of them." Thus she sought to capitalize on the novelty of the instrumentation; in some of
her pieces she has Ms. Halvorson assume bass duties on her guitar as opposed to a more chordal role. Her
compositions also highlight the contrasting sounds of the cornet and viola. Ms. Halvorson said that "my
compositions are like a sum total of the four personalities." Mr. Bynum excels in longer compositions, so this
group was a chance for him to write tight, concise pieces.
Before moving to New York, Messrs. Bynum and Fujiwara, both
33, grew up in the Boston area and began playing together in
"Scant Frame (No. 2)" by the Mary Halvorson
high school. Mr. Bynum went to Wesleyan, where he studied
Trio from the album "Dragon's Head"
with Anthony Braxton, a renowned saxophonist and educator,
"Lullaby" by Jessica Pavone & Mary
and received a master's degree in composition. His sound is a
Halvorson from the album "Thin Air"
catalog of the post-Miles-Davis trumpet. I hear the dry lyricism
"Pinched" by the Thirteenth Assembly
of Don Cherry and the technical wizardry of Woody Shaw -- plus
"Why Explicities, Part III" by Taylor Ho Bynum
Sextet from the album "Asphalt Flowers Forking
an impish wit unique to Mr. Bynum. He has also co-curated the
Paths"
Festival of New Trumpet Music, an annual late summer
showcase of ground-breaking jazz. He has toured extensively
with Mr. Braxton, whom he ranks with Charles Ives and Duke Ellington as cornerstone influences in his
composing. It was on tour that he met Ms. Halvorson, a fellow Wesleyan alum, and Ms. Pavone, who grew up in
Queens and now lives in Brooklyn, where she also leads a string quartet called No Way to Say Goodbye as well as
a soul band, the Pavones.
Tune In

The 31-year-old is a featured soloist in two of Mr. Braxton's best-known groups as well. She met Ms. Halvorson,
28, through mutual friends in 2002 and they clicked immediately. "It was nice to have a female comrade in the
very male-dominated pool of musicians that we were a part of," Ms. Halvorson said.
Ms. Halvorson grew up in the Boston area, and was inspired to become a guitarist by the music of Jimi Hendrix.
Her jazz influences are saxophone legends like John Coltrane and Eric Dolphy. Much of her playing has a stern,
almost angry edge to it, which is a good match for the rough-hewn harmonies achieved on "Thin Air" when both
women sing. Their music has an unusual stylistic range; one tune will resemble gothic, dissonant, off-kilter folk
music and the next will have the graceful swing of a Django Reinhardt-Stephane Grapelli duet.
"Jess likes to say that the music is like a diary," said Ms. Halvorson. "Different pieces reflect what was going on in
our lives at different times. For instance, playing certain songs might bring us back to the summer of 2003 or the
fall of 2005."
Due to the high degree of rapport between these four, it's easy to get the sense that this is the beginning of a very
productive chapter in jazz. "Ultimately, I think we click because of an incredibly strong sense of trust," said Mr.
Fujiwara. "When you truly trust a musician, you can be absolutely fearless in the musical moment. The concept
of failing doesn't even cross your mind."
Mr. Johnson writes about jazz for the Journal.
Printed in The Wall Street Journal, page D5
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Jessica Pavone is a Brooklyn based composer/string
instrumentalist that has been constantly busy since 2000 writing and performing in a wide variety of projects.
Whether in her duo with Mary Halvorson, in The Thirteenth Assembly, in any number of Anthony Braxton’s
tone combinations, or leading her soul group The Pavones, Jessica always brings a strong and individual
approach to composition and improvisation. She has several new albums in the works, including a new one
with Mary on Thirsty Ear, The Thirteenth Assembly debut on Important Records, and the first Pavones
album. She is also busy composing new string quartet music for an upcoming April performance at The
Kitchen in NYC.
In her own words: “The string quartet substitutes a second violin for a double bass and is inspired by an
interest in the simplistic beauty of folk songs, a belief that one’s ability to accompany oneself in song as one
of the more natural expressions of music, as well as my dealing with Leonard Cohen’s permission to live
outside this world.”
1: What got you into creative/improvised music making, and what keeps you there?
I started free improvising with no knowledge of creative or improvised music. It just happened. I started

playing with a violin player. We would “talk” to each other. Then I started to learn that there was a whole
world of improvised music out there. I started doing my research.
2: Breakthrough album(s) and Why?
Here are some records that I wore the grooves out of in various periods of my life for various reasons: (life,
love, pure sonic pleasure…)
John Coltane – Live at Birdland (side one)
Leonard Cohen - Songs of Love and Hate, Songs of Leonard Cohen, and Live Songs
Bob Dylan – Bringing it All Back Home (side two), Highway 61 Revisited
Marvin Gaye – Whats Going On
The Clash – Combat Rock (side one)
Sun Ra – Super Sonic Jazz and Spaceship Lullaby
Jim O’Rourke – Insignificance
Otis Redding – EVERYTHING (lately, Remember Me and Live in Europe)
Leroy Jenkins – Space Minds, New Worlds and the Survival of America
Beethoven - complete piano sonatas
Morton Feldman – Patterns on a Chromatic Field and String Quartet and Piano
John Cage – String Quartet in Four Parts
The Yea Yea Yeas – Show Your Bones (tracks 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 11)
The Ramones – (All-but not a big fan of End of the Century ‘cept for “I Want You Around”)
The Impressions – This is My Country
Alice Coltrane with Strings – World Galaxy
The Talking Heads – Fear of Music
David Bowie – Changes One Bowie
Nirvana – Bleach, Nevermind
The Miracles – Hi We’re the Miracles
Led Zeppelin – I, II, Houses of the Holy
Love – Self Titled (side one)
The Sea and Cake – The Fawn
Air – Mail
3: How do other art disciplines affect your work?
Physical exercise effects my work. Physical exercise isn’t an art discipline, but it is a discipline. My practicing
habits grow from my participation in physical exercise and vice versa.
Film effects my work by forcing me to think of creating new worlds and fictional places which can be
translated into sound worlds. Watching films broadens my imagination when I am composing and helps me
dig deeper into the depths of my intuition and imagination.
I am an avid fan of painting and a painter myself. Painting has influenced me creatively because it is an art
form that I have never formally studied. I am not inhibited by any learned technique when I paint as I
sometimes am when I work on music. I have no technique as a painter so I’ve created my own. I don’t second
guess myself, because I have no expectations having never studied visual art in any way. Painting has helped
me tap into pure creativity.
I often compose pieces that are short and in groups or collections which fit with each other. I prefer that to
composing one ginormous piece. I’ve often thought of these works as collections of poems.
4: Favorite Film(s)?

Pee Wee’s Big Adventure, Dirty Dancing, Godfather I and II, Fire Walk With Me, Taxi Driver, The US vs.
John Lennon, Don’t Look Back, Do the Right Thing, Rear Window, The Blues Brothers.
5: Favorite Film Score(s)?
Angelo Badalamenti, Nino Rota (composers)
6: Favorite Fiction Reading?
Anything Paul Auster – specifically Oracle Night, Leviathan and Moon Palace
Middlesex by Jeffrey Euginides.
7: Favorite Non-Fiction Reading?
Musicians biographies and books about how we fucked up the food we eat and the world we live in.
8: Favorite Guilty Pleasure Music?
Hmm, I’m not sure what that means..
9: Favorite Under Rated Musician(s)?
Phloyd Starpoli
10: Recommended Artist(s)/Shout Outs?
Harris Eisenstadt, Sara Schoenbeck, Jeremiah Cymerman, Matthew Welch, Jason Cady, Brandon
Seabrook, Mary Halvorson, Judith Berkson, Mazz Swift, Matt Bauder, Josh Abrams, Brian Chase,
Peter Evans, Devin Hoff, Ches Smith, Matana Roberts, Katie Young, Loren Dempster, Emily Manzo
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Travellin’ Light
Jessica Pavone
Answers 20 Questions About Life on the Road

Jessica Pavone

courtesy of Jessica Pavone

Jessica Pavone is a Brooklyn-based string instrumentalist and composer. She is best known for her
membership in Anthony Braxton’s Septet and Twelve+1tet, and for her work with two Braxton associates,
brass instrumentalist Taylor Ho Bynum and guitarist Mary Halvorson. Her other activities as a player span
the ‘60s soul music-inspired The Pavones, …No Way to Say Goodbye, a string quartet, and improvised
viola solos (the latter represented by a Nowaki CD). Pavone has received grants to compose from the
American Music Center and commissions for chamber music works from the MATA Foundation, Till by
Turning and The Eastern Winds. Since 2000, she has documented her music on her own Peacock
Recordings imprint, which was recently awarded a grant from The Aaron Copland Fund for Music
Recording Program. Further information about Pavone and Peacock Recordings can be found at:
www.jessicapavone.com.
What is the most difficult airline to deal with in terms of instruments and equipment?
One that won’t let me bring my instrument on the plane. That only happened to me once, flying
Continental. I just went home and caught a flight the next day and borrowed an instrument at the
destination I was headed. I find that I get hassled about my instrument more often flying domestic than
international.
Which airline has the worst economy seating and food?
You call that food?
Which airport is craziest for making connecting flights?
Frankfurt Au Main. But that can just be because I had a crazy experience there.

It’s a big airport. Any airport that is big is a pain in the ass.
What is the most important thing you ever forgot to pack?
My music. I didn't realize it until five minutes before I was supposed to go onstage. I pulled it off
though.... slick
What is your worst lost baggage story?
I was flying the day of the liquid bomb threat in England in August of 2006. For some reason I had to fly
to Lisbon via Frankfurt, Germany, which already was ludicrous.... but when we finally got to Lisbon, our
bags weren't there. We had to wait on this line, for about 4 hours to even talk so someone about it
because all these flights from England has been rerouted and there were mobs of people with missing
luggage. Taylor Ho Bynum and I were the lucky ones who stayed at the airport while the rest of the band
went to the hotel. There was no food or water in the baggage terminal, and this was after a 7 hour flight
to Frankfurt and then another few hours to Lisbon. I was totally zonked on sleeping pills. After all that,
everyone’s bags showed up except for Taylor's and mine. I had to spend the weekend in Lisbon with no
luggage. The promoter felt bad for me after two days and bought me a pair of underwear.
What country hassles musicians the most at customs and passport checks?
America.
Which city has the worst cab drivers?
Italy, but you gotta love it.
What is the best hotel that a presenter has provided for you?
I stayed at a really nice place in Philadelphia in the fall of 2005. I was in the presidential suit or
something. The place was bigger than my apartment.
Do you travel with a laptop or a PDA? If so, how many times a day do you check your e-mail?
I do not travel with a laptop. I have enough shit to carry around. I am usually not that concerned with
my email when I am away. I put an away message up so if anything important comes, they know I'm
not blowing them off. I do however check if there is a computer around. So maybe that is once a day or
every other day.
Do you listen to music on the road? If so, what device do you use?
I listen to my iPod, just in the trains and planes.
Do you do your own laundry on the road?
Not usually. I am never away for more than a week and I tend to repeat my outfits. I don't have the
patience to care that much about how I'm dressed when I am traveling, but try to look decent for the
gigs. I usually wear stretch pants when traveling and have a few dresses packed for the gigs.
What is your most nightmarish sound check to date?
The Moers Festival. Fun hang, but there was no sound check.
They threw us on the stage ten minutes before we were supposed to play.
I couldn't hear a damn thing.
What is the scariest food that has been laid out for you backstage?
I am a picky eater. Things I think are gross, and that most people don't, like olives.... YUK
What are your three favorite venues?
I love playing at Jazz em Augusto in Lisbon, Portugal. The sound is amazing and it’s outdoors. I also really
like De Singel in Antwerp. Nice vibe and nice people. I have always had a good playing experience
there, great sound and good people to talk with afterward. Its also a short walk back to the hotel.
Which cities have the best restaurants for late after-gig meals?
I'm not really much of a late night eater

Which cities have the best after-hours sessions?
I don't go to after-hours sessions. I usually go back to the hotel with the band and play cards.
What is the best city that closes down too early?
I had one of the best times of my life out dancing on a day off in Chicago which closes its bars down at
2am!?
What is the best locale to have a day off?
Somewhere that is not a city. The more rural the better. I live in New York City so I am always looking
for something completely opposite when I go away.
What is your cure for jet lag?
I take sleeping pills. Lots of them. I like to be completely knocked out for those red eyes.
What is your best tip for the novice?
Eating weird food and lack of sleep are the death of you. Try hard to stick with something that is similar
to your regular routine. Buy food at grocery stores whenever possible. Recently, I've been doing yoga in
my hotel room, even if just for 15 minutes.
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Tell me about your family background.How did you get started? Who were your initial
inspirations?
My parents are not musicians. I don't think anyone in my family is a musician, except my grandmother
has a great appreciation for it. My brother played the drums and piano growing up, but doesn't any
more. I don't have any memory of this, but my parents told me that when I was three, I started
asking for a violin. I must of seen one on television or something. When I was 5, I was still asking for
a violin. At that time, they asked me why I wanted one and I answered that I liked the sound. They
thought that answer was respectable enough so mother began taking me for violin lessons. I
remember having many teachers growing up and not totally settling in with any one of them. One
passed away, we moved, I switched to viola when I was 13, etc.. There really wasn't anyone who
stands out in my mind as having too much impact one me as an instrumental teacher. I started
playing piano when I was 8. In high school, I had a piano teacher who was pretty strict, borderline
mean. I responded well to her no-nonsense approach. I think she was probably the most productive
teacher I studied with. Throughout Jr. High and High School, I played in County Orchestras and
Baroque Orchestras. I really liked playing the instrument, and it was Classical and Baroque music and
those performing situations that were presented to me. I didn't listen to this music much on my own
however, except for Beethoven on occasion. I was raised on Classic Rock, at least that is what was
always on in our home. There kind of always was a divide between what I was playing on my
instrument and what I was listening to on my own.
How about your musical upbringing, why did you choose the viola?
When I was in 6th or 7th grade, I wanted to switch to the cello because I was attracted to the lower
timbre. Viola obviously made more sense.
You've had all kinds of influences in your career, including jazz, soul, classical music and
others. Why don't you talk a little bit about your history and how it all sort of comes
together into what makes Jessica Pavone.
I was a very frustrated conservatory student in college. I decided to go to music school because I
really wasn't very interested in school at all. Not going didn't seem like a good decision, so I thought if
I went to music school, I'd be into college. I think at that point I thought that maybe I would play in
an orchestra or something when I grew up. I think that I thought music school would be creative, and
I'm sure in some places it is, but not where I was. As I became more immersed in "training to be an
orchestral musician," I realized that not only did it bore me to tears, I didn't really identify with that
role. The divide in my training and my interests was growing deeper. My school was very
departmentally segregated. I wanted to check out other things like composition and jazz, but it didn't
really seem possible given my strict curriculum. I don't think I had the confidence or spare time even
back then to forge ahead and explore these things on my own. It was a very frustrating time for me
and I was actually on the verge of quitting music until my last year of school when I met some
musicians that were studying at Wesleyan with Braxton and I began making music with them. A whole
new world opened up for me and I remember feeling like I found what I had been looking for...
although, in reality, I'm not sure I really knew exactly what I was looking for... but, just knew that I
was so much more stimulated by what was going on down there. I had the opportunity to experience,
for a short while, the Liberal Arts approach to music, which in some ways is more healthy than the
conservatory approach. I generally feel like since then, I am self taught. Sure, I received a solid
foundation for technique and general music language, but since then I explore my interests on my
own as they arise, and that sometimes changes over time. Around that time, just post college, I
decided I wanted to write music, so I began experimenting with different ideas. I have been
composing now for about 10 years, and I keep learning by doing it. As I grow older, what I want to
write changes and how I want to write changes. I did go back to school recently and earned a Masters
Degree in Composition, which in many ways was as equally disappointing as undergrad. I'm just not a
school/organized education person. In more recent years, I have been learning by transcribing music.
I think that is the best way to learn about music. Right now, I am mostly transcribing Otis Redding
tunes and the solos from Ellington's Indigos, because that is what I am interested at the moment. A
little while back, it was Hank Williams fiddle solos. By doing this, these languages assimilate into my
language in their own unique way and broaden my personal vocabulary. I still take the occasional
lesson, almost always in jazz. I didn't come up playing the jazz tradition, but feel like I identify with it
and am mostly working with musicians from that tradition. It has been difficult starting to learn a new
tradition this late but I am learning so much by trying. It is a really different way of thinking about
music than how I was brought up to think about it, and I'd be curios to where I am at with it in 10
years. I also find that I learn so much by having really close friends who are musicians to discuss ideas
with as well as going through the process of putting together a body of music and having a
performance of it.
How would you describe your chosen profession as a musician, what is your drive?
My drive? That is hard to put into words. I feel like music, as well as life, is an eternal discipline. I think
that my practice of music transfers into other practices in my life. I have a yoga practice, an exercise
routine. I am a creature of habit. I like to do things consistently and see the progress that occurs
over time. I revel in the realizations that come with the constantly of doing "things". The physical
challenge of playing an instrument as well as the mental efforts. I like to decide on a project and watch
it grow over a year or two, however long it takes, and and see it to completion. In some ways all
music is a work in progress so completing a project may be just realizing it to a check point and
putting it away and taking it out again in a few years. The process of creating music, or creating
anything, really drives me. And of-course, playing a concert is great. It is like a mini reward for all of
your hard work and effort. The profession of being a musician is an interesting one. I feel like I wear
many hats, I am a composer and an instrumentalist. Within being an instrumentalist, I play 3 +
instruments. I also teach private music lessons and spend a good deal of time "managing my career."
I book most of my shows, get press out, organize rehearsals etc. No two days in any given week are
the same. Some people think that because I work freelance, and don't go into a job every day, that I
don't really work, but it is quite the opposite. I am pretty much working 7 days a week, and since I do

much of the work from home, there really is no escape from it.
How did you meet Anthony Braxton?
I met Anthony in the time period that I spoke of earlier, when I was playing with musicians in
Middletown towards the end of college. That was around 1998. I stuck around there until 2000, which
is when I moved to NY.
So let's talk about Anthony Braxton, who I guess was a big influence on you. Now, frankly,
a lot of listeners don't understand Braxton's music, can't relate to it. How do you explain the
fact that his audience is usually restricted to fairly limited circles?
Well, there is a great deal of music out there that I don't seek out either. I've never gone to Madison
Square Garden to hear a concert although millions have. I don't think there is really an answer to that
except that people have different tastes. Some of the largest audiences I've performed for have been
with Anthony Braxton. I understand what you mean about it not being top 40 radio, but nothing I am
involved with is. That is the difference between art and entertainment.
I'd like to ask you about a couple of your experiences. You just described Anthony Braxton,
so we'll continue chronologically. Taylor Ho Bynum, how'd you come into contact with him,
and what'd you get from that experience?
Taylor and I were both hanging around in Middletown in '98. Well, he was a student there and I was
hanging around. I believe we met and at least knew of each other, but hadn't worked together back
then. In 2002, my boyfriend was attending the Graduate program at Wesleyan so I was back up there
a bunch. Taylor was living back in Middletown at that time because he was in graduate school at
Wesleyan as well. That is when we really got to know each other and I started working with him
shortly after that. The first project of his I participated in of his was the SpiderMonkey Strings in '03.
Shortly after, he moved to New York, and started putting together his sextet. When he first moved
to New York, he was living in my old apartment, and I remember going over there to play with him.
There is actually a funny connection in the Braxton septet. Mary, Chris, Taylor and I have all lived in
the same apartment. Chris owned a house in Brooklyn before he moved to Berlin and rented rooms
out to all three of us in pretty close succession, but never at the same time. Taylor and I are now
both collaborating in the Thirteenth Assembly with Tomas Fugiwara and Mary Halvorson. We combined
our two duos to form a group. We play four set concerts of our duo materials, Taylor's trio material,
and as a quartet with us each contributing tunes to the band. Taylor is a force of nature. I have never
known anyone who can take on so many things at once and pull through with flying colors. He never
ceases to amaze me. I have been working in his bands for about five years now and we've been
traveling all over the world together with Anthony for the past 3 years. We've been through quite a
bit together, both musically and logistically. Touring, especially overseas, can lead you to some rather
insane escapades.
About some of your collaborations: What was it like working with William Parker and Butch
Morris?
Butch Morris was one of the first people I worked with when I moved to NYC in 2000. I played in some
of his conduction orchestras that were being organized by the JUMP festival. It was a great thing for
me to be involved with at the time. We made some good music and it was a fun. Having just moved
to the city, I met a bunch of musicians that way. I've worked more recently with William and that has
always been really great. I recorded the Alphaville Suite with him in '07, which consisted of his quartet
and four string players, and performed and recorded Sunrise over Neptune with him at the Vision
Festival in '07. There is something really organic about working with him. He is really laid back,
generous and kind as a leader. Rehearsals were always at his home, in his living room. There was
always tea and snacks around. I really dig his vibe. Playing music with him has always felt like a family
affair.
Let's take a look at your schedule. You went to Portugal and Switzerland with Anthony
Braxton. You went to Canada in December last year with Thirteenth Assembly and you will
go to Belgium and Holland in April with the Taylor Ho Bynum Spider-monkey Strings, in May
you will play in Germany and Austria and in August and you will do the same in Spain and
Portugal, etc. How do you manage, organizing it all?
All of the gigs you mention here, I did not take part in the booking process. There were agents who
organized everything so all I had/have to do is show up! Well, actually, The Thirteenth Assembly
booked the December tour, but between the four of us, we each booked two gigs. But, yes, like I said
earlier, I wear many hats and have a really disciplined and organized calendar that I mark up way in
advance. For example, I know that for the Germany/Austria trip in May I will have to bring in a new
tune for the Thirteenth Assembly and possibly a new one for the Mary and Jess duo, so I actually
mark days in my calendar when I will write these pieces. It isn't the most organic way of being
creative, but it is the only way I can get everything done. I also have to mark off weeks where I will
spend more time practicing than writing, depending on what gigs are coming up, and vice versa.
You also lead and co-lead different bands. That requires lot of imagination, highly developed
skills in conceptualizing and composition. How do you manage so many different musical
personas?
I definitely have to focus more on one project rather than another based on what is coming up in my
schedule. I have a wide range of musical interests, so over time, I am developing new projects that
satisfy my curiosity about different music. For example, before I started working with The Pavones
about three years ago, I hadn't transcribed a soul tune. Now, I do it all the time. It has integrated into
the repertoire of my musical practice. I spoke earlier about how I schedule into my calendar when I am
going to write for certain projects. If I am focusing on one thing at any given time, I need to let
others go temporarily.
Let's talk about some of those projects. I think the best place to begin is your long
association with Mary Halvorson.
I met Mary in the summer of 2002 when she first moved to NYC. That fall, I moved into the
neighborhood where she was living and we became friends. As we were developing a friendship, we
also developed a musical relationship. We were making dinner together at least three or four nights a
week in that period and decided that it made sense to play music together as well. The first time that
we played together, we each brought two or three little sketches to play. To both our surprise, we
brought in almost the exact same sketches. I guess there was a strong sign from the start that we
were kindred spirits. We continued to write these sketches and rehearsed together once a week. The
rehearsals were always really casual. We'd make dinner, play music, then maybe rent a movie or
something. Our music in many ways is just an extension of our friendship. We played in little clubs
and bars in Brooklyn throughout 2003 about once a month. We were rather consistent. Weekly
rehearsals and monthly gigs. The music has developed and changed over time and in some ways feels

like the closest thing I have to a diary. Certain pieces of ours, remind me of different periods of my
life, or of certain things that were going on at the time in our lives. We don't rehearse every week
now, or live in the same neighborhood, but we still hang out all the time and rehearse when we have
something coming up. We now also work in other projects together; Anthony Braxton's bands,
Taylor Ho Bynum's Sextet and The Thirteenth Assembly.
I'm curious about how you are involved with Quotidian,...No Way to Say Goodbye and
Imaginary Folk
In 2005, the chamber music collective, Till by Turning, asked me to write a piece for them. That was
right around when I began my masters in composition, so I decided to use that time to create this
piece. It is a suite in four movements and I composed one movement each semester. I began work on
it in fall of 2005 and completed it in the spring of 2007. It wasn't the only thing I was working on at
the time, which is part of the reason why composing it spanned almost two years. The concept for
the piece stems from a belief that the shifting balance between light and dark, as well as other
environmental changes constantly affect us regardless of how conscious or aware we are of them. Our
external environment has a direct effect on our moods and feelings and therefore, in a sense, has
ultimate control over all living beings. The four movements are; Hypnopompic, Post Meridiem, Weight
of Dusk, and The Darkest Hour, and they examine four temporal landmarks that occur within each
single day. Since the primer of Quotidian in May of 2007 at Issue Project Room in Brooklyn, it was
released by Peacock Recordings (www.peacock-recordings.com) and Till by Turning has continued to
perform the piece, including a 3 day stint at different venues in Chicago in January of 2008.
Upon completion of Quotidian, I was most satisfied with the results of Post Meridiem, the "afternoon"
piece. It was inspired by American folk song and composed to explore informal music played for
oneself in the middle of the day in contrast to formal evening concerts. In addition to an interest in
folk song's simplistic beauty, I believe that one's ability to accompany themselves in song is one of
the more natural expressions of music. The form of Post Meridiem is that of a chorus/verse structure
within a chorus/verse structure. Instead of alternating between the two, they meld and deconstruct
into one another.
I decided that I wanted to continue writing string music based on these ideas and starting a regular
working string band was going to be my approach, rather than following the model of being a
composer writing for a group that is somewhat detached from its performance. I also wanted to
create a body of music that could keep expanding, in the way a band expands its repertoire over time.
So, I decided on the instrumentation of violin, viola, cello, and double bass, and I would be the violist.
I felt that the addition of a double bass would give the music more flexibility - in that I could more
easily draw from a folk music influence: create a bass line, use pizz.... against bowed strings, etc. The
idea more being that I am writing "songs" for a "classical" ensemble. This is, in a way, not too different
from what I do in my group with Mary.
Another tremendous influence on this group is Leonard Cohen, hence the name "...No Way to Say
Goodbye," taken from a Cohen lyric. The title track from On and Off (with Mary Halvorson) is also a
piece I wrote inspired by Cohen. On and Off was influenced more directly by his writing - I tried to
arpeggiate the chords in that song the way he would on his guitar. In creating this body of work,
Cohen's influence has less to do with wanting to sound like him or create songs in the way that he
does, but more to do with this deep, unexplainable feeling I get from listening to his music. I feel like,
in sense, he is giving me permission to live outside of this world. It is a hard feeling for me to explain
in words, so I wanted to try to create that feeling in sound. I am also avoiding the use of traditional
chorus/verse structures. While definitely borrowing from that formal idea more than the idea of
composing a string quartet in sonata form, I am at the same time playing with different approaches to
that form. As I continue composing for ...No Way to Say Goodbye, different influences and interests
have been creeping into my writing as I inevitably change over time. Most recently, Beethoven has
revisited me and my past winters addiction to Twin Peaks has Angelo Badalamanti visiting as well. I
have completed about 8 pieces for ...No Way to Say Goodbye and plan to continue composing for it.
What was the concept behind the Walking sleeping breathing?
I began work on Walking, Sleeping, Breathing in the Winter of 2003-04. I was particularly lonely that
winter so I decided that it made sense to compose some solo music. Walking was the first piece I
wrote and upon its completion, I decided to write a collection of pieces that highlight functions
essential for survival but easily taken for granted. To a certain extent, a great deal of my music is
inspired by nature and the natural order of things, especially ones to which we have no control. These
pieces and Quotidian are good examples of that. The pieces are indeterminate in nature although
composed to an extent. They are only meant for performance by the composer, me. Around that
time, I was taking occasional lessons from Leroy Jenkins who lived a quick bike ride away. We were
mostly studying solo music. I learned his solo pieces, I played these pieces for him and we also
improvised together a bunch. In 2007, the Paris based label, Nowaki, expressed an interest in
releasing something of mine, so I wrote breathing, which hadn't been completed up until then, to
finish up the series. Breathing is the most indeterminate of the collection and uses effects pedals,
which I hadn't owned until 2006.
What future projects do you have planned?
I plan to continue working with ...No Way to Say Goodbye. I'd like to write a few more pieces for that
group and play more so that I get the performance level up. The pieces still feel like babies. Once they
mature, I'd like to make an album and do some touring with that group. Mary and I are finishing up
our 3rd record, and if all goes as planned, we will have a new release in early 2009. The Pavones are at
a place where they are ready to record and I am going to start looking into that this summer. I've
been really interested recently in transcribing some of Sun Ra's earlier big band music and think that
what I learn from that may seep into my new writings for The Pavones. I want to spend a most of
time this summer practicing, transcribing, and probably taking lessons. I composed a great deal of
music since the fall and I need to take some time off from composing and focus on my other
discipline, playing.
Why don't you talk about writing and the process of writing-I guess some of your tunes
came from different places, different times, so just how you write, how often you write, etc.
Are you a composer of habit or chaotic habit? When do you create your best work?
Yes, my tunes do come from some different places. I spoke earlier of my inspirations for ...No Way to
Say goodbye, and that Quotidian and Walking, Sleeping, Breathing were inspired largely by nature but the music I write for the Mary and Jess duo and the Pavones are not (inspired by nature). So, it
depends on what I am writing for that particular day where I am drawing my inspiration. I would
definitely consider myself a composer of habit. For example, when I was getting the music together
for the first few ...No Way to Say Goodbye concerts, I would write a quartet a week. I then took a

week break, and went back and spent a week making revisions. I did that twice. In the time around
October and November of 2007, when I wrote the first four pieces, and the time around January and
February of 2008, when I wrote the next four. I would start out on a Monday coming up with initial
Ideas and sketches and that would usually take all day. A big part of composing for me is doing the
dishes or taking a walk or a shower. I'd sit in my studio and try to come up with something, but quite
often found that it was when I'd step away to take a break, for a shower or to mail a letter, that an
idea would strike me. So, I get a ton of house cleaning done when I am at this stage. I actually have a
song for ...No Way to Say Goodbye called Housework, inspired by just that. Reading Paul Auster
Novels when I am in this period usually helps me as well. The main character is usually a writer and is
often paralleling a similar universe, taking walks around Brooklyn while trying to come up with his
inspiration for the page. It gives me a sense of camaraderie during a rather solitary task. Sometimes
I'd get something written on Monday, but usually very little. I would almost feel stuck most of that
time, but didn't realize that the piece was actually living inside me until Tuesday morning, when I'd
wake up, and it usually came flowing out. Between Tuesday and Friday, I would craft the piece. If I
work teaching lessons, it isn't until after 2pm or later, and that works out great for me, because I do
my best creative work in the morning. I hardly if ever do anything creative at night. My brain doesn't
function like that at night. When I began writing for The Pavones, I wanted create a situation where I
was playing bass, because that was a skill that I wanted to develop. I started bass in high school, but
never owned one, I always played the school bass. So after 1994, I didn't touch a bass again. In
2002, a bass player friend who was quitting, gave me his and I started up with it again. I also wanted
to write for horns because I hadn't written much for them before and wanted to learn how. Initially, I
was drawing from many different influences, but over the three years that I have been writing for the
band, I have pretty much settled into my routine of exploring my fascination with Booker T and the
MG's. I love how the songs are so simple, and what makes them sounds so good is the subtle ways
the chords or notes are played and the clever ways in which the notes are placed in the music. A
formula that I've been working with most recently with that band is transcribing the bass, guitar and
some of the drum parts from certain songs, and then rewriting melodies for the horns and adding in
solo's and things. The players that I chose to work with all have such individual voices and approaches
that it doesn't end up sounding like a Stax cover band. The band will be playing an soul inspired
ostinato and Peter Evans will be blowing his super human textural trumpet chops over it.
Let's talk about The Pavones. In this Project we can find all your influences but at the same
time all the guys in the band are some of the new "voices" in the new creative music. Is hard
to compatible that?
I love the players in this band! There have been many people to come through, but I've finally settled
on a general line up of, Peter Evans, Matt Bauder, Michael Attias, Brandon Seabrook, and Harris
Eisenstadt. I love how they all add their own personal style to the music. It would be so boring
otherwise, if they just read the charts down the way I wrote them. The music is relatively simple and
relies a great deal on feeling, which they all have so much of. Each of thier approaches to the music is
really different from one another's which also makes it interesting. I chose these musicians for their
skills, but also because they are all close friends of mine. I need to work with people who I feel a
personal connection to. I've worked with most of them in other projects and hang out with them
outside the band stand as well.
Do you feel more satisfied by creating a vision on your own or is it more important to you to
have people around bringing their own ideas?
I am less of a fan of collaboration and more interested in leading a group, or being involved in group
where someone else is leading and I function as a side man. If I have a vision for something, I most
likely want to do it my way and know exactly what that is, or figure it out as I am enduring the
process. In some ways to me, collaboration equals compromise and it isn't something I necessarily
seek out. The two groups that I am involved in that are collaborations are the Mary and Jess duo and
the Thirteenth Assembly. In both groups each person contributes thier own pieces to the band, the
music is not written together. That works for me and is probably the closest I get to collaboration.
Although it has been helpful to bring in a piece and get suggestions about it from the group, I find
that in the end, I want the final decisions about my work to be made by me. I may change how I feel
about this in the future, but don't really see any true collaborations in the immediate future.
Do you feel equally/less/more inventive and creative when you play a piece composed by
someone else (a standard for example) than when you play your own compositions?
I love playing music composed by other people just as much as I love writing it myself. Playing
someone else's music is such a learning experience. Its always interesting to me to see the way
someone else approaches the composition process. I often find myself comparing the way they write
to the way I write. In some ways, the more different it is than my writing, the more interesting. I'll
think about how I would never write like that and it helps me to understand why I write the way I do. I
do think as an interpreter of a music, you can still add a great deal of your personality and style to it.
Long debate has developed over the past century to decide whether music was a "mimetic"
art: do you feel your music "re-presents" something else than sounds (feelings, visions,
ideas, states of things)? If yes, what does it represent?
For me, as an artist, I take in all of the music around me, and life experiences, and they meld together
and are expressed as one in my own personal voce. I can't deny that I am influenced by a lot of the
music that I listen to, but think that even if I recreate it in anyway, it is going to be unique because it
gets mixed in with my blend of personality and comes out as a new and different thing. I do think that
music does represent other things besides sound. I spoke earlier of the unexplainable feeling I get
when I listen to Leonard Cohen. There is also an Air tune, the second track of Mail (R.B), that just
makes me want to melt into the floor. It evokes a feeling in me, and I think it is meant to. When I
listen to certain music that I've written at different times, I can hear what was going on in my life
when I was writing it.
Another aspect of the creative process is the nature of its source. Many times, creative
people tell you they don't know where the idea came from. It's as if they believe there's a
source beyond themselves. Sonny Rollins told me that at a certain point, it's not him that's
playing-something takes over. This source, whatever it might be, has different names in
different disciplines. In psychology, we call it the unconscious. Literary people call it the
Muse. Zen Buddhism calls it transcendence. And Western religion calls it God. But all agree
that there's something beyond the conscious self. So I wonder, do you feel the inspiration
comes from a source outside yourself, or you feel it's just you doing your thing,
constructing something interesting' Like a furniture maker putting together a chest of
drawers, and so on.
I believe in both. I think there is a balance of the two operating in me. I spoke earlier about how I craft
a song, but I also spoke of my Monday ritual when I clean the house, pace around and look to the

muses. I think that an idea with no skill can't develop into anything, and skill with no idea is equally
doomed. I get most of my greatest ideas when I am doing a really mundane errands, so they are
coming from somewhere. I definitely believe in greater forces beyond our vision, and there isn't really
an answer to what it is except that it is there.
A few more things before we close. First of all, does the music business inhibit your
creativity? Like the club owner who says, "I only want you to play such and such." Or the
record label which only wants to produce what sells. From what I hear, the music business
is getting more and more difficult. Do you have some ideas about what could be done to
create a better climate for the creative musician?
I have personally never encountered a problem like that, although I know that they exist. I have self
released some albums and in doing so, I had complete control over their artistic vision. I think more
musicians are doing that these days as well as opening up clubs, writing blogs, and so forth.
Musicians now are much more than instrumentalists and composers.
What about your general perception of creative music, where's it going?
Hmm, where is it going? Well, as long as there are creative people, there is going to be creative music.
I feel like this is more of a business question. True, surviving as a creative person in America is getting
harder and harder, but if you are true to your art, then you suck it up and do it. You find a way.
Sometimes a stupid question can make a good answer. The last question I usually ask is,
"What do you want to say to people?" This is your chance to say whatever you want-your
soapbox.
I could go on about the environment, but I am not one to be preachy. I just think that people, myself
included, need to think outside of their immediate surroundings to a larger picture and about how
their actions are effecting the balance of the universe. I think health, nutrition and education are three
of the most important issues that need to be addressed. One shouldn't have to make an extra effort
to eat clean food, it should just be provided, in all food stores, and not at 3 times the price.
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Pop
By STEVE DOLLAR | March 11, 2008
http://www.nysun.com/arts/pavone-brings-her-strings-back-home/72708/
Many people meander toward a career path sometime in their 20s. Jessica Pavone had it sorted out as a
toddler.
"When I was 2 years old, I saw a violin on TV and started asking my parents for one," the musician said
recently. By the time she was 5, Ms. Pavone had gotten her wish. After a few years, she switched to viola,
drawn by the instrument's darker, richer tone, and the fact that it was easier to carry — not an insignificant
matter for a seventh grader. That turned out to be smart forward-thinking, as well, because Ms. Pavone, now
31, is hauling her viola around the world.
The Queens native, who currently calls Brooklyn home, is one of the busiest young performers on the city's
creative music scene, lending her strings and a direct, personal style of playing them, to all kinds of settings.
These include large-scale improvisational ensembles led by the visionary bandleaders Anthony Braxton and
William Parker, her neo-soul brass band the Pavones, experimental rock and jazz combos, and an intimate
duo with her best friend, the avant-garde guitarist Mary Halvorson. This week, Ms. Pavone will be in her
home borough to present her music in two somewhat different forms.
The guitarist Elliott Sharp once described the songs of Ms. Pavone and Ms. Halvorson as "thorny
compositions that sound as if female teen punkers the Shaggs received doctorates in the music of 12-tone
composer Alban Berg, and then rewrote their 'Philosophy of the World.'" The leap between something as
fancifully imaged as that and the rigors of touring Eastern Europe in Mr. Braxton's current 13-piece group
may seem vast. But the two have more in common than one might think, namely a lot of spontaneity,
thoughtfulness, and the spirit of play.
Despite the flurry of activity, Ms. Pavone has taken her time reaching this point. "I'm a late bloomer," she
insisted. "I feel like I'm still a late bloomer." The performer was sitting at a small table in the front of Barbes,
a compact bar in Park Slope, where she had just played a short set with Ms. Halvorson at a benefit for a
fellow musician, Andrew D'Angelo, who has been diagnosed with brain cancer. Amid the gravity of the
situation, the bar was filled with the collegial good vibes of an artistic community Ms. Pavone joined when
she circled back to New York eight years ago after years on the road with Mr. Braxton's group.
This week, audiences can catch reflections of her experiences in two different frames. On Thursday, Ms.
Pavone will lead a string quartet (one that substitutes a second violin for a double bass) at the Issue Project
Room in Brooklyn for a performance of an original work called "No Way To Say Goodbye," a multipart piece
inspired by the elemental grace of folk songs. Sharing the bill will be the renegade new-music outfit
Anti-Social Music, which has released music on Ms. Pavone's Peacock Recordings label. On Friday, the same
venue will present the young chamber group Till by Turning as it plays music from Ms. Pavone's "Quotidian
Suite." "They're more like songs, little three-to-five-minute songs," Ms. Pavone said of "No Way To Say
Goodbye." When she began writing the piece nine months ago, her ideas were sparked by listening to a
collection of Leonard Cohen songs. But as the months rolled by, her enthusiasms shifted.
"I've been starting to feel this Beethoven coming out of me a little bit," she said. "I've also been watching
'Twin Peaks' like crazy, so there's some Angelo Badalamenti."
Lately, Ms. Pavone has been taken by the vintage gospel of the Soul Stirrers, whose leader, R.H. Harris, was
a formal innovator given to more complex arrangements and dual vocal leads. "I was listening to the form of

the gospel song and I transcribed my own version of the form and translated it to string quartet," she said. "It's
more about me borrowing forms from popular and soul music rather than the traditional influences for string
quartet."
Ms. Pavone only began composing after she rejected a more conventional path as an orchestral musician. This
is where the late blooming comes in.
"I remember becoming interested in contemporary music when I was in college," she said, "and I would bring
pieces in to my viola lesson, and my teacher would say to me, 'What do you want to play this crap for?' So I
was just in the wrong place."
During her last year of college, Ms. Pavone fell in with a group of students from Wesleyan University and
began working with them on visits to Middletown, Conn. "That was a really constructive place for me to
begin my explorations with composition," she said. "I didn't know how to write music but I started to do it. I
always kept plugging away. You've got to do what you're going to do no matter what."
Ms. Pavone will perform Thursday and her music will be performed Friday at the Issue Project Room (232
3rd St. at Third Avenue, Brooklyn, 718-330-0313).
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PETER EVANS
Trumpeter Peter Evans must be
fed up being hailed as the
future of jazz, but if he persists
in the release of projects as
mint brilliant as 2006’s unaccompanied More Is More and
his eponymous Peter Evans
Quartet date in 2007, no doubt
about it, he is going to have to
get used to the acclamation.
Evans came to New York City
in 2003 after graduating from
the Oberlin Conservatory of
Music and got people talking
pretty quickly. He’s now in his
mid-twenties and his concept
of trumpet playing has been to
deconstruct the instrument and
re-assemble the debris as imaginatively as he can. Whereas
the lion’s share of instrumentalists spend years perfecting a
particular style or genre of the
music, Evans’s unique technical mastery penetrates deeper.
He’s instinctively found connections between the outer
reaches of extended technique
and the vocalised effects of
Tricky Sam Nanton and Rex
Stewart. He can play walls of
noise, he can swing. Evans has
assembled it all into an evolving language that embraces the
entire history of his instrument.
He’s raised the plateau for
everyone and boundaries have
audibly shifted.
I came across Evans, sight
unheard, at the end of 2006
during an extended stay in
New York. He was playing
unaccompanied at Tonic, the
scuzzy downtown club that
was a centre of improvised
music until escalating East
Village rents forced its closure
last year. And what happened
there happens rarely in life –

from the moment Evans put the
trumpet to his mouth I knew
that I was in the presence of a
very special musician. He
began with a microtonal flourish that wasn’t haphazard or
like a regularly tuned phrase
gone awry. It was innately
microtonal and, with gobsmacking assurance, came
from Evans’s inner-self, with a
signature shape like a Matisse
brushstroke. Evans’s improvisation moved fast: the phrase
was smashed up by a thousand
percussive effects and counterpunching breathy noises. But
then I started hearing Henry
‘Red’
Allen
and
Louis
Armstrong breaking through
the fog, not quoted, but enigmatically alluded to in Evans’s
figurations and gestures.
What’s a jazz writer to do when
he hears that, but swap e-mail
addresses and a few days later I
hooked up with Evans. I was
immediately struck by his
articulate intelligence and the
energy of his ideas. Within a
few minutes of talking he’d
mentioned
Satchmo
and
Michael Finnissy, the hero of
British post-Ivesian, postCageian
composition,
an
inspiring composer who I’ve
never heard any UK jazzer
mention. I also appreciated that
Evans’s opinions didn’t follow
any jazz party-line but had
been pragmatically thoughtthrough. “In the 1920s and 30s,
the trumpet fit the music and
was idiomatic,” Evans told me.
“But when bebop came along, I
feel it got lost within the style
of the music. And that certainly happened in free jazz too.
The trumpet actually isn’t very
loud and if you blow your
brains out, it doesn’t sound all
that good. In the 1960s, apart
from a few exceptional players
like Bill Dixon and Leo Smith,
there weren’t many stellar
trumpeters.”
Then Evans characteristically
suggested how traditions can
be drawn together: “There’s a
sound that Dixon does well,
where you play with one lip on
the mouthpiece so the lip flaps
against the metal and creates
this low farty sound. I was listening to an old Rex Stewart
record and there he is using
that exact same effect back in
the 1940s.” When I met Evans
back in ’06 he was still having
to play piccolo trumpet parts in
Bach concerts to pay the rent,

but within 12 months his world
has opened up. He’s toured
Europe, released more CDs and
there’s a Barack Obama-like
buzz about him. Evans is the
sort of musician you have to
tell people about.
LISTENING: More Is More (psi,

2006); The Peter Evans
Quartet] (Firehouse 12, 2007)
www.myspace.com/peterevanst
rumpet

TONY MALABY
Tony Malaby is, at 44, the oldest name on this list. But it
seems fair game to include him
because his clear identity as a
leader is just beginning to
materialise after years when it
seemed like he was the busiest
saxophone sideman in town.
Malaby’s tenor saxophone
sound – what a sound. Highly
misterioso, like it is just waking
up from a nightmare, obsessive, prodigiously detailed and
endlessly intricate, the care and
soul-searching that’s gone into
its development is plain
through every note. In terms of
historical precedent, all the
obvious names play a part but
two figures audibly stand out:
Wayne Shorter and Sonny
Rollins, although it wouldn’t
surprise me to learn that he’s a
fan of our own Evan Parker.
Originally
from
Arizona,
Malaby moved to New York
City in 1995 and the list of
bands he’s graced says everything about how valued his
playing is on the scene. Not
everyone gets to play with
Charlie Haden’s Liberation
Music Orchestra, the Mingus
Big Band, Fred Hersch and Paul
Motian’s Electric Bebop Band.
He’s also worked with Tim
Berne and Marty Ehrlich, but
one suspects all along Malaby
has been beavering away
behind the scenes to create his
own identity as a leader and

recording artist.
With the release of his trio
record Tamarindo at the start of
this year, he got there.
Featuring Malaby on tenor and
soprano with William Parker
(bass) and Nasheet Waits
(drums), this is an eloquent and
thoughtful record. It begins
with the musicians plucking
notes hither and zither; Parker
is in a zone stream of his own
and Waits maps out space
underneath with cogently positioned ride cymbal strokes. But
the ear is unavoidably drawn
towards Malaby who puts out
feelers with scraps of melodies
and implied harmonies that he
gradually draws into overarching lines. His feel for time
moves from out-of-tempo
surges towards a buoyant
groove without any especially
noticeable tipping point. The
final track swings, albeit asymmetrically, with Malaby surfing
the rhythm section with his
muscular – but never macho –
lines. There’s a telling moment
as he embeds a mood of calm
behind one of Parker’s more
‘out’ solos that points back
towards his composition. This
is the mark of leadership –
allowing your musicians to
express themselves while keeping your own vision in sight.
A late developer? Perhaps. But
Brahms was forty before he
finished his first symphony and
he didn’t fare too badly subsequently.
LISTENING: Apparitions

(Songlines, 2003); Tamarindo
(Clean Feed, 2008)
www.tonymalaby.com

JESSICA PAVONE
Violinist, violist, composer and
native New Yorker Jessica
Pavone is just the ‘other’ side of
30. In one sense she’s the outsider in this list, a card-carrying jazzer she ain’t, but the
point of her work is that jazz
and improvisation form one
panel in a cohabiting set of
influences
that
includes
Leonard Cohen, conceptual
composer Alvin Lucier and a
multitude of others. But in case
anyone doubts her jazz creden-
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tials, she’s a regular member of
Anthony Braxton’s groups and
has recorded with William
Parker (his superb Alphaville
Suite) and Taylor Ho Bynum.
In my Jazz Review CDs Of The
Year for 2007 (JR 85) I included Pavone’s new disc with duo
partner
guitarist
Mary
Halvorson, On And Off, suggesting that she plays “jazz the
attitude, not the style” and it’s
perhaps worth expanding on
that thought. Jazz the attitude
is simply putting together
whatever sources light your
fire, tripping up the comfort
zone of style and genre, using
discernment and taste to guide
you, and then dealing with the
juxtaposition
creatively.
Because of Pavone’s cultural
background and interests, she
deals with her material as a
composer and as an improviser; is she any less an interesting
player because she doesn’t
‘swing’ in that 1940s way, or
chooses not to play “Giant
Steps”? I don’t think so. She
didn’t spend three years learning her ‘Trane licks in all keys
at Berklee, preferring to
painstakingly assemble her
own aesthetic. Consequently
we learn things from her music
that we didn’t already know.
And that’s jazz...or at least
should be.
Pavone’s musical language is
anchored around an obsession
with making the essential
building blocks of tonality do
things just that little bit differently. Her music amply demonstrates that – to paraphrase
Samuel Johnson – complexity
can be the last refuge of
scoundrels, in that her deceptively simple harmonic patterns
oblige her to pin colours to the
mast. The free-for-all of
derivate free jazz and the slippery grids of post-modal jazz
allow lesser musicians to
exploit patterns they already
know work. Pavone’s harmonic
openness turns the microscope
on herself and she responds
with lines of honest clarity, an
oblique perspective on the
familiar. To hear Jessica at her
jazziest check out Braxton’s
box-set
9
Compositions
(Iridium) 2006, and while
you’re about it order up On
And Off. The title track – with a
lyric that simply repeats the
words ‘On And Off’ and an
oom-pah
accompaniment
wants to go some place but
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can’t – is one of the most
charming, whimsical and triumphantly absurdist things I
ever did hear.
LISTENING: On And Off (Skirl
Records, 2007); Quotidian
(Peacock Recordings, 2007)
www.jessicapavone.com

LOREN STILLMAN
It can’t be easy being Loren
Stillman. You’re brave enough
to emerge on the scene as a
near-fully formed saxophonist
in your mid-teens and all
beastly jazz critics can do is
whinge that you sound too
much like Lee Konitz.
Well, the debt Stillman owes to
Konitz and Warne Marsh is
obvious but with every new
album Stillman looks deeper
within himself to find his own
voice. His latest, Trio Alto
Volume 2, is a masterful statement by any standards, a taut
and purposeful set that effortlessly negotiates compositional
labyrinths and freely evolving
structures. Stillman’s sound,
too, is broadening its sphere of
influence. I’ll wager he’s been
listening to Ornette, and there’s
a tart, objective dimension to
his playing that reminds me of
– of all people – Jackie
McLean.
Stillman’s story is pretty
remarkable. The prodigy’s
prodigy, he was discovered by
New York drummer Bob Meyer
at the age of 14 in 1994 and
two years later recorded his
debut album, Cosmos, with
Meyer, bassist Scott Lee and
pianist Russ Lossing. No one
would claim it as a great great
record – there was still much
living, loving and losing to be
done – but at the very least it
documents a player in control
of his instrument and with an
awareness that there are limitations to be traversed … even if
what those limitations are had
yet to be defined.
Flip forward to 2004’s It Could
Be Anything and Stillman
makes his first major impres-

sion. His original compositions
have a distinctive quality of
crisp melodic precision and
staccato clarity that his
improvisations force to the
brink, without entirely jumping
off into the precipice. Trio Alto
Volume 1 is a slight retrograde
step compositionally – an
album of standards was all very
well, but Stillman would have
been better off refining his own
approach to writing. That said
his re-harmonisation of Jerome
Kern’s “Long Ago And Far
Away” is damned astute and
you’ve need to be fully on top
of matters to play an “All The
Things You Are” that’s as
brazenly freshly baked as this.
Stillman lives in Brooklyn
which, certainly since the turn
of the millennium, has been the
heartland for New York’s
younger jazz folk. Manhattan
has become too darn expensive
for gigging musicians to pay
the rent. But a glance at
Stillman’s website suggests he’s
gigging endlessly. I hope so –
he deserves it. He’s a musician
on the threshold of a major
breakthrough.
LISTENING: It Could be Anything
(Fresh Sound New Talent,
2004); Trio Alto Volume 2
(SteepleChase, 2007)
www.lorenstillman.com

NASHEET WAITS
Now in his mid-30s, Nasheet
comes from a long line of
Waits. His father Freddie
drummed
behind
Ella
Fitzgerald, Sonny Rollins and
McCoy Tyner, and on Motown
records by the likes of The
Supremes, The Temptations and
Marvin Gaye. No surprise perhaps that his son found himself
compelled to explore the drums
at an age when most kids are
still learning their times tables.
It didn’t harm that a family
friend Uncle Max, (yes, you
guessed it) took Nasheet under
his wing, while other coincidences of history quickly presented themselves as Waits Jr
filled a chair in Andrew Hill’s
band once occupied by his
father.

Waits emerged on a New York
scene heavily populated by
dazzling young drummers –
Brian Blade, Terri Lynne
Carrington, Lewis Nash, Matt
Wilson each of whom would
have been a worthy inclusion
on this list – but somehow no
drummer has given me more
pleasure
than
Waits.
Everything in his playing is in
perfect control and balance –
prodigious
all-embracing
grooves move against challenging a-rhythmic carpets of
sound; an inherent violent
streak folds into passages of
stark timbral beauty; Wait hugs
every last drop of colour from
his instruments. His playing
floats like a butterfly, stings
like a bee.
Browsing through You Tube
clips a little while ago I was
surprised to find footage of
Waits playing a duo with free
jazz maestro Peter Brötzmann
and matching the German saxophonist’s men-from-the-boys
provocations note-for-note.
New York jazzers traditionally
have had little to do with the
central European free jazz
scene, and it’s a litmus test of
Waits’s unashamedly thirsty
ears. It was Uncle Max (Roach)
who first hired Waits for his
percussion ensemble M’BOOM
and he proudly remembers a
concert sharing the stage with
Ginger Baker and Tony
Williams. Waits was subsequently hired by Antonio Hart,
before his career moved up a
gear as he worked with Andrew
Hill and Jason Moran.
Waits has been with Moran
nearly every stage of the way,
from the brilliantly prescient
Facing Left in 1999 to the killer
live record Presents The
Bandwagon in 2002. Their partnership could well develop into
one of the most significant in
jazz, a couple who work well
together, their roots in blues
and bebop informing their freer
moments, as they finish each
other’s sentences. 2007 saw
Waits launching his first group
as leader, “Equality”. No
recording as yet but, like everything to do with Waits, it’s just
a simple matter of time.
LISTENING: Andrew Hill – A

Beautiful Day (Palmetto,
2002); Jason Moran – Presents
The Bandwagon (Blue Note,
2002)
www.nasheetwaits.com ■

Podcast of Collaborative Interviews with Composers, Sound Artists and Musicians
« Program 2 - Sam Hillmer
Program 4 - Jeff Arnal »

Jessica Pavone was in the middle of packing her apartment for an impending move when I met with her on
Monday, May 7. It was a sunny day and also the first of Jessica’s juice diet. I had water and we sat in the
living room surrounded by amplifiers, soul records and several fish tanks. We talked about the romantic era,
programmatic music, the emotional lives of everyday things and Leonard Cohen.
Jessica’s Website
Jess and Mary
Peacock Recordings

Program Three: Jessica Pavone [49:30m]: Hide Player | Play in Popup | Download

This entry was posted on Tuesday, May 8th, 2007 at 7:58 pm and is filed under Podcast. You can follow any responses to this entry
through the RSS 2.0 feed. You can leave a response, or trackback from your own site.

One Response to “Program 3 - Jessica Pavone”
1. Time Out New York: TONY Blog Says:
May 10th, 2007 at 9:56 am

[…] A key player on the city’s experimental-music scene—best known for his work in recent Anthony
Braxton ensembles—Siegel has been posting intimate podcast interviews with some of his friends and
collaborators. Additionally, these folks just happen to be some of our most forward-thinking local
artists: streaming now are broadcasts featuring saxist Sam Hillmer (mastermind of the You Are Here
festival previewed in this week’s TONY), violist Jessica Pavone and electronic musician Chris Peck.
Here’s to cutting out the middleman. […]
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TOC Poll

There’s an old Shaker dance number, written in 1848
by Elder Joseph Brackett, that likely serves as
inspiration for the Chicago/New York chamber quartet
Till by Turning. It’s called “Simple Gifts,” and what it
describes is a kind of serendipitous joy in movement
through time and space: “When true simplicity is gain’d
/ To bow and to bend we shan’t be asham’d / To turn,
turn will be our delight / Till by turning, turning we come
round right.” The group belongs to a new generation of
adventurous musicians bringing contemporary music to
clubland. Along with such fellow travelers as So
Percussion and Peacock Recordings labelmates Anti-Social Music, the players dip into the
modern canon (their set list includes Morton Feldman, Sofia Gubaidulina and James Tenney)
and give breath to new works by their peers.
This weekend Till by Turning hits three separate venues on successive evenings for concerts
built around the piece Quotidian, written by New York viola player and composer Jessica
Pavone—best known for her work in a charming duo with guitarist Mary Halvorson, and as
part of post-jazz wizard Anthony Braxton’s recent ensembles. The piece features four
movements, each written with specific instrumental textures in mind: The opening and closing
sections sport the quartet—Amy Cimini (viola), Erica Dicker (violin), Emily Manzo (piano) and
Katherine Young (bassoon)—with middle sections for string trio and piano/bassoon. Pavone’s
notes for the piece emphasize the way natural phenomena, like the weather and the
quickening of light into shadow, act as filters for our consciousness. Evoking both the
elemental and the transcendental, Till by Turning promises to be anything but commonplace.
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Various Press Reviews
“Pavone has the ability to transform a naked tonal gesture into something special”
- Philip Clark
The Wire, November 2007
“distinct and beguiling...its core is steely, and its execution clear.”
- Nate Chinen
The New York Times, August 2007
(Mary and Jess ) “Thorny compositions that sound as if female teen punkers the Shaggs received doctorates in
the music of 12-tone composer Alban Berg, and then rewrote their Philosophy of the World.... Carefully notated structures and interplay morph effortlessly into free improvisation that is intelligent and expressive, but
never self-indulgent. Also featuring intense lyrics sung with their clear and melodic voices, the two women
make transcendent chamber music outside of any genre.”
- Elliott Sharp
Guitar Player Magazine, December 2007
“Pavone’s compositions lead you to a mesmerizing place where the usual mad scramble to express something
‘weighty’ or ‘important’ doesn’t count for very much.
- Philip Clark
The Wire, July 2003
“...lush beauty and exquisite delicacy....’Quotidian’ is powerful and probing and thoughtfully written and
executed.”
- Bruce Gallanter
Downtown Music Gallery
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Instincts louder than words
Posted by Peter Margasak on Tue, Jul 10, 2007 at 12:23 PM

Guitarist Mary Halvorson and violist Jessica Pavone are in the thick of New York’s bustling new music scene, routinely erasing the lines that
separate free improvisation, jazz, experimental, and pop musics. They regularly play with Anthony Braxton and trumpeter Taylor Ho Bynum,
lead their own projects, and participate in countless ad hoc assemblages, but they make some of their most satisfying and personal work as a
duo. They’re about to release their second album, On and Off (on the New York artist-run imprint Skirl), and it sounds like they've followed their
guts even more than they did on their superb debut, Prairies (Lucky Kitchen, 2005).
The pieces twist and glide through all kinds of terrain, both soothing and jarring: jagged counterpoint, smooth unison lines, extended harmony,
dynamics that dissolve notions of foreground and background, composition and improvisation. Attempting to classify the songs is an exercise in
frustration because they rarely stay in one place, and the pair's easy rapport allows them to access all kinds of approaches without a fumble. It’s
not unusual for a piece to open with the austerity of contemporary classical music only to fold into a plaintive folk song and then into a
concentrated blast of dissonant texture. Halvorson is an especially nimble player, with an impressive mastery of the splintery tangles that
distinguished Derek Bailey, who finds the narrow pathway that connects confusion and fluidity. On their debut they added some wordless vocals
to one track, but here several tunes include genuine lyrics, which they sing together with earnest simplicity, tracing unadorned melodies without
a lick of self-consciousness.
The duo performs tomorrow night at the Hideout .
Tags: Improvised Music, Mary Halvorson, Jessica Pavone

Like

On and Off
Mary Halvorson & Jessica Pavone | Skirl Records

By Troy Collins
On and Off documents the ongoing
collaboration between guitarist Mary
Halvorson and violist Jessica Pavone.
Following in the footsteps of their previous
duo collaboration, Prairies (Lucky Kitchen,
2005), this intimate studio session presents a
similar program of eclectic tunes.
Both former students of composer Anthony
Braxton, Halvorson and Pavone continue to perform in his ensembles,
those of cornetist and fellow Braxton alumni Taylor Ho Bynum and in
their own numerous Brooklyn-based projects. Left to their own
devices, Halvorson and Pavone split writing duties, demonstrating a
predilection for areas rarely explored in contemporary improvised
music.
Blending disarmingly simple folk melodies with aggressively dissonant
free-form interjections, the duo stretches genre conventions with
irreverent wit--from poignant Fahey-esque motifs to angular Bartokian
dissonances. Bittersweet themes are sporadically amplified when the
spare melancholy of acoustic chamber music is invigorated by the
electric intensity of indie rock.
Pavone's sinewy viola sings with forlorn resonance; robust and
full-bodied, it sighs crestfallen one minute, caterwauling with puckish
insouciance the next. Halvorson, a stunning talent on the rise,
employs a timbre, tone and phrasing on guitar all her own. Her
angular, repeated refrains explore uncharted territory with a mixture
of pliant warmth and prickly assertiveness. From pointillist, acoustic
mutterings to hard-scrabble, distorted scrawl, her singular approach is
utterly unique.
Guitar and viola are not their only instruments, as four of the tunes
feature their haunting vocals. Blending in polyphonic harmony, their
delivery beguiles with unadorned emotional honesty. There is no
pretension to their plainsong; pure and raw in its lack of artifice, it
simply is.
Whether sabotaging the tender melodic fragments of “Hartford” with
apocalyptic bursts of free jazz skronk, plying yearning folk melodies
and poetic vocal refrains on the title track or careening through the
knotty, kaleidoscopic variations of “The Wand,” Halvorson and Pavone
move from tuneful to acerbic with ease.
On and Off is yet another superlative document in the continuing
development of the world's most fertile creative improvised music
scene. No sleep 'til Brooklyn indeed.

Track Listing: Crawling; The Clouds; Hartford; Speaking With
Silence; The Wand; Rods and Cones; On and Off; Round; Untitled;
Gone Dancing; Revo-Lover; I Am Fine.
Personnel: Mary Halvorson: guitar, vocals; Jessica Pavone: viola,
vocals.
CD Review Center | Upcoming Release Center
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Cage’s next flick?
Nicolas Cage has purchased the rights to play an NYPD detective in a film based on the book “Circle of Six,” which delves
into the still officially unsolved murder of a city police officer inside a Harlem mosque in 1972. AP

The family Pavone
SHAUN BRADY
shaun.brady@metro.us

Jessica Pavone keeps her bandmates close

PREVIEW. Unlike the leather-

jacketed punk godfathers
that prompted the name,
Jessica Pavone, of The
Pavones, doesn’t insist that
her bandmates change
their surnames to gain
membership into the band.
Still, the vibe remains one
of extended family.
“I’VE CHOSEN the musicians
in this band because
they’re all friends of
mine,” Pavone said via email. “I feel it adds so
much more to the music
as well as the experience
of playing it.”
Pavone, who sticks primarily to electric bass in
this band but is better
known as a violinist, is
most closely associated
with guitarist Mary
Halvorson, who also plays
in The Pavones. The duo
creates gorgeous avantchamber-pop miniatures
together, songs that are as
catchy as bubblegum
tunes but as inventive as
free jazz.

Metro

the MGs. “I began
transcribing his songs to
learn how they were composed and discovered that
the structures and the parts
were really basic,” she said.
“The clever and simple
ways in which the notes
were placed as well as their
sound of having played
together for years is what
made them sound so great
to me.”
INSPIRED BY the MGs’ sound,

Pavone added horns and,
eventually, Halvorson on
guitar to arrive at the
group’s current sextet lineup. But, she points out,
“I’m not in anyway trying
to imitate a soul band. As a
musician, my background
is rather eclectic and it’s
impossible to not subconsciously and consciously
draw from all of the music
I’ve ever participated in or
enjoyed as a listener. If I
decided to write a piece for
this band that drew from
my love of The Ramones or
Terry Riley, then fine. This
is my folk music.”
Known for her impressive violin skills, musician Jessica Pavone is on bass tonight and is branching
out with improvisation and experimental music at the Rotunda.
“OUR LIVES and our music
are completely
intertwined,” Pavone said
of Halvorson. “When we
play together, I feel like I’m
‘home.’ Our body of work

feels like a diary to me.
We’ll be playing music
together until we are 80,
and who knows what it will
sound like then?”
The Pavones began to

evolve when Pavone started
listening closely to the
instrumental backing on
Otis Redding songs,
performed by Stax Records
house band Booker T and

The Pavones
With From Bacteria to Boys,
Rova Saxophone Quartet
Tonight, 8
The Rotunda
4014 Walnut St.
Free
866-468-7619
www.arsnovaworkshop.com

Kay

Producer cites
manipulation of
10-year-old director
Adults may be manipulating a 10-year-old director in a lawsuit over the
short film “Saving Angelo,”
a producer has said.
The lawsuit was filed in
Los Angeles’ Superior
Court last month on
behalf of Dominic Scott
Kay, who directed the
film, which is based on his
real-life effort to nurse an
abandoned, badly injured
dog back to health.
Kay, who voiced Wilbur
the pig in the 2006 movie
“Charlotte’s Web,” claims
in the lawsuit that producer Conroy Kanter unfairly
demanded creative control
and distribution rights for
“Saving Angelo.”
Kanter, who put about
$11,000 into the project,
said the lawsuit has to do
“with a dispute between
adults over business and
monetary issues.”
AP

FILM.

Miss USA helps promote
Trump’s Jones Beach site
the day at the beach Tara
Conner had in mind.
With winds whipping on
a frigid February
afternoon, the controversial Miss USA was at Jones
Beach, N.Y., on Tuesday,
doing a photo shoot to promote Donald Trump’s $40
million planned catering
facility, Trump on the
Ocean.
“I’m good,” said Conner,
modeling off-the-shoulder
bridal dresses in 24-degree
weather. “I’m cold, but I’m
fine.”
Trump told Newsday in
Wednesday’s editions that
using Conner as “the face”
of Trump on the Ocean will
help revamp her image.
She recently completed a
stint in an alcohol and
drug rehabilitation center
after it was revealed in
December that she was
drinking and partying in
New York nightclubs.
Trump said at the time

BILL DAVIS/AP PHOTO/NEWSDAY

NEWS. It was probably not

What she’ll do to get back into
his good graces: Miss USA Tara
Conner modeled for Trump on
Tuesday, one of the coldest
days of the year.

she could keep her crown
if she straightened up.
Conner thanked Trump
for giving her a second
chance, but avoided commenting on the feud that
developed between her
benefactor and “The View”
co-host Rosie O’Donnell.
“I just want to finish my
lunch,” Conner said.
AP

Various Press Reviews
The guitarist Mary Halvorson and the violist Jessica Pavone have worked together in ensembles led
by the avant-garde eminence Anthony Braxton, and separately in a wide array of upstart new-music
groups. As an acoustic duo they produce something distinct and beguiling: an amalgam of experimental folk, rock and chamber music that feels both meticulous and raw. Their debut, “On and Off”
(Skirl), presents a dozen pieces of modest scale but impressive metabolism. There’s a disarming
openness to their interaction, never more pronounced than when the two are blending their voices
in something like a campfire harmony. But this music isn’t clever or cute. Its core is steely, and its
execution clear. (Catch the duo this Thursday in New York at Cake Shop on the Lower East Side.)
- Nate Chinen
The New York Times
“The American prairie sound rebuilt with modernity” is how the Brooklyn duo of guitarist Mary
Halvorson and violist Jessica Pavone describe the stylistic basis of their debut album Prairies.
Halvorson’s guitar is an expressive beast, with a repertoire of moods that shift effortlessly from
funky John Lee Hooker twangs to cerebral harmonics. Pavone’s viola must also be two-headed: her
recklessly exposed melodic monodies are met the other way with ornate decoration.
From this side of the Atlantic, the process of defining what a ‘prairie sound’ could be is likely to
be coloured by preconceptions about John Wayne movies and Aaron Copland scores. But there’s a
roomy expansiveness to the music that sounds authentic. The title track reveals a deftly conceived
relationship between composed and improvised elements - Pavone and Halvorson were mentored by
Anthony Braxton, after all. The viola begins with a brief fanfare that immediately gets gobbled up
into an improvisational flow, which itself settles onto a perky outburst of melodic unison. Halvorson
has her Derek Bailey moments and Pavone explores rarefied outer limits, but they both instinctively
know when to fall back into the composition. They listen as though they’re hotwired into each
other’s brain, their taut structural discipline prompting a domino effect of great ideas.
The album winds its way towards an elegiac conclusion. The gentle tremolos of “Your Reason is
Dead” roll into “Last Hymn”, the duo’s wordless singing voices teasing with ambiguous harmonic
details and wandering towards a mysterious resolution.
- Philip Clark
The Wire, May 2006
Demonstrating that musical experimentation isn’t necessarily difficult listening, the duo of guitarist Mary Halvorson and violist Jessica Pavone offers a refreshing album of playful and somber
instrumental compositions (with two vocal songs), rooted in modern classical music with touches of
improv. On certain tracks, they cycle between sustaining patterns and diving into freestyle moments,
and on others (in particular the album’s final two selections) they create eerie moods with simple
yet penetrating melodies. Brimming with ideas, odd moments, and proficient guitar/viola interplay,
Prairies is both adventurous and inviting.
- Ernest Paik
Chatanooga Pulse

SEE! HEAR!
Richard Kamins 12-19-02
Greater Middletown and Shoreline editions of the Hartford Courant
An epigram is defined as “a short poem expressing a single thought or observation
with terseness or wit” (American Heritage Dictionary, second college edition.)
Violist and composer Jessica Pavone, a graduate of the Hartt School of Music and
former member of the Middletown Creative Orchestra, has issued a new CD, her 3rd
as either leader or co-leader. Titled “27 Epigrams” (Peacock Records,) the program
is a collection of 27 short pieces ranging from 12 seconds to almost 4 minutes.
Twelve compositions are performed by a quartet comprised of bassoon, English
horn, cello, and viola. Nine tracks feature a trio of marimba, clarinet, and viola
while the remaining six are solo pieces for viola.
In the summer 2001, Pavone, the composer, had just finished a project utilizing all
stringed instruments as well as a duo recording and had no inkling of a new
direction. The inspiration for the first new set of compositions (the quartet pieces)
came from painting — winter had set in and she worked on canvasses to clear her
mind (one of those paintings is on the cover of the recording.) She felt driven to
write pieces for different instrumentation. Pavone liked the match of bassoon
(Susanne Chen) and English horn (Michael Herbst) and felt the cello (Gil Selinger)
and her viola would be good foil for their reedy sound.
After finishing those works, she set about creating a trio matching the melodic yet
percussive sound of the marimba (Dave Brandt) with the husky tones of the clarinet
(Jackson Moore) and viola. A good portion of the quartet pieces display both an
inner (and outer) beauty — the melody lines on “quartet iii” are shared by the
players and the phrases move seamlessly from one instrument to the next. In
contrast, there is much tension on the trio tracks. The clarinet and marimba lines
tend to be short, confrontational (at times), and less melodic while the viola lines
are more sustained, acting as the glue between melody and rhythm.
After completing the trio pieces, Pavone set out to create short solo works for her
viola. One can hear her minimalist roots in these tracks — “solo iv”, 3’43” seconds of
sustained tones (really only one note with an occasional variation), is concerned
more with sound then with melody. The only modulations are in the attack and the
dynamics. “solo iii” has a far-Eastern feel in its delicate melody, played pizzicato
(plucked) — there are moments on this track when the viola sounds like a harp.
Other pieces have a more light-hearted feel. “solo ii” sounds like a slow-motion
hoedown, with a slow, bouncy, 2-note opening which moves onto a another section
with the same rhythm only played on several strings instead of one. Next the tempo
is doubled and one can sense dancers swirling around the floor. The final section
goes back to the 2-note motif, only now the bounce is downplayed and the feeling is
wistful. All that goes on in just 2’44”.
“27 Epigrams” is not easily pigeon-holed music. The solo pieces do not stick to one
style, the quartet tracks often have a chamber music feel while the trio
compositions could be called avant-garde jazz. The variety is impressive, perhaps
not as a selling point but as a description for what Jessica Pavone has created. This
is her music, played the way she wrote it and how she wants it to sound. Instead of
that being an ego trip, it serves as a defining moment for her as a composer. If you
can set aside your preconceptions about “new music” and take your time exploring
these “little” pieces, you’ll discover Pavone’s “epigrams” are intelligent and clearly
drawn. Yes, it can be challenging yet this music can also be pleasing. For more
information, go to www.peacockrecordings.com.

Various Press Reviews
“Jessica Pavone is standing closest to Braxton a few feet away, holding her viola in the “off” position, head
down, concentrating, listening, expressionless. Sir Braxton is radiating enough joy to burn the back row of
the theater. Jessica Pavone looks up at Sir Braxton and smiles with the understated warmth of a person just
reminded of why they love this complex man in a cardigan.”
- Michael Anton Parker
Bagatellen
“Pavone’s compositions lead you to a mesmerizing place where the usual mad scramble to express something
‘weighty’ or ‘important’ doesn’t count for very much. Pavone’s own viola solos are placed between miniatures for a glacial-sounding quartet and a warmer trio, and her deliberately paced mobile-like forms infatuate
the brain while calming the pulse.”
- Philip Clark
The Wire
“The pieces on 27 Epigrams are all only about a minute or two long, which works perfectly for Pavone’s style
of composing. Her pieces last only as long as it takes for her to exhaust a simple idea. She sets up tiny hurdles, then leaps over them with ease: for example, a piece might consist of a short phrase played on the viola
in several different octaves. Her clear, simple approach to the way the instruments she uses are actually played
allows the listener to concentrate on the lovely way the notes circle around each other... Her music moves
with balance and grace to spare, and few composers bother to take as much care with as few materials as she
does.”
- Charlie Wilmoth
Dusted Magazine
Her epigrams are compellingly moving and stir deep feelings that range from despondency to lightheartedness, but the artistry of Pavone and the other musicians overflows in these ever-transforming sequences. Art
does imitate life, and the musical expressions of Pavone are a microcosm of life’s reality.
- Frank Rubilino
All About Jazz
“Individual personalities, though, are subsumed by Pavone’s powerful writing, which exhibits considerable
potential. Hard to categorize and often difficult to absorb, Pavone nonetheless has planted the seeds for some
unusually innovative and demanding works that require concentrated listening.”
- Steven Loewy
All Music Guide
The music is gripping, startling, and astoundingly provocative. Although the music could be intimidating to
unexpected ears, its overly serious tenor, inventive improvisations, and excellent execution combine and make
it an enticing symphony of new music. There is ample room on each tune for the musicians to demonstrate
individual virtuosity, but the recording is at its exciting best when the collective ensembles expound robustly
and vigorously. The untitled selection includes a cat and mouse affair where freeform call and response is
the pattern, but it builds collective integrity with monstrous pronouncements, as do the other cuts. The entire
recording is intoxicating and will stir the emotions of listeners seeking innovation in their music diet”
- Frank Rubolino
Cadence

